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Abstract. Currently, the supply of programmers is not keeping up with the demand
for programmers, which is increasing year by year due to the progress of IT in our so-
ciety. Therefore, in order to develop IT human resources, we created a programming
learning system for students with no programming experience to maintain their interest
in programming by using mathematical figures as the subject matter. In order to solve
the problem of the conventional system’s inability to develop coding skills, this system
includes, in addition to the multiple-choice questions, descriptive questions in which stu-
dents are asked to draw 2D and 3D figures using programming. Since the open-ended
questions can only be tackled with a solid understanding of the essence of programming,
this system has been designed to provide students with a deeper understanding of pro-
gramming as well as the fundamentals. In addition, in order to accurately identify pro-
gramming errors and sustain learning, the system has a correct/incorrect judgment and
advice function according to the errors. In the evaluation experiment, the system received
a high evaluation for knowledge acquisition, and it was confirmed that the direction of
this system was generally appropriate.
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1. Introduction. In recent years, the shift to IT in the Fourth Industrial Revolution has
increased the importance of programmers who can cope with this trend. Based on our
own analysis of statistical data from various countries, we know that Japan ranks 4th in
the world in the number of IT engineers, with 1.09 million, but only 27th in the growth
rate of IT engineers [1]. In addition, as shown in Figure 1, the number of people employed
as information processing and telecommunications engineers has been rising steadily from
2010 to 2017, indicating that the demand for IT personnel is increasing [2]. On the other
hand, the supply of human resources for programmers has not kept pace due to factors
such as the declining birthrate and aging population. Accordingly, the development of
human resources has begun, with programming classes in elementary schools starting in
2020. However, programming learning has unique difficulties [3], making it difficult to
continue learning. Now that there are more opportunities to be exposed to programming,
the development of a learning system that encourages continuous programming learning
is desired. A system using a gamification framework [4] exists as a learning system that
encourages continuous learning, and it has been shown to be effective in promoting con-
tinuous learning. There are also systems that introduce a function that offers advice for
wrong answers and a function that allows the user to write and execute programming
[5,6]. However, these systems are almost equal to general materials in terms of learning
subject matter, and it is difficult to say that they are effective in sustaining programming
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Figure 1. Number of people employed as “information processing and
telecommunications engineers” and percentage employed as IT personnel
[2]

learning, even for those who do not want to learn or are new to it. To solve the problem,
the system must be one that beginners want to continue learning. There is also a pro-
gramming learning system for children [7], but while this system is easy to understand
and enables continuous learning, it has the problem that it does not allow developmental
learning. The use of interactive artificial intelligence GPT in education is also limited be-
cause program bug resolution using GPT is limited [8]. Based on this situation, we have
created a learning system that will serve as a starting point for programming for students
of all ages who have never been exposed to programming as part of our efforts to nurture
future programmers.
Conventional systems had problems that they did not attract interest and develop

coding skills and application skills. To solve these problems, we implemented descriptive
questions and two types of questions, 2D and 3D. As a result, we were able to achieve
an appropriate level of difficulty that leads to the acquisition of programming knowledge.
In particular, high evaluations were obtained for “difficulty of the question”, “knowledge
acquisition” and “sustained interest”.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the conventional learning systems

and the problems, Section 3 describes the solution in this system, Section 4 describes the
functions of this system, Section 5 describes the evaluation results and discussion of this
system, and finally Section 6 provides a summary of this study.

2. Conventional Systems and Problems. A typical example of a conventional sys-
tem is the “elementary school math programming materials” [9] shown in Figure 2. This
teaching material was created by an educational publisher to provide elementary school
students with an introduction to programming. As shown in Figure 2, the system consists
of drag-and-drop instruction blocks such as “go forward” and “turn” to move a car and
trace a shape by its trajectory. The operation is simple and easy to understand, and allows
users to understand the basics of programming. Another conventional study is the “a vi-
sual code programming learning system for children” [7]. The system uses optical illusions
to attract children’s interest while they learn programming, and then checks the results
of their learning with multiple-choice questions. The system uses colors, shapes, and
animations to explain functions, making learning visually enjoyable. One problem with
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Figure 2. An operation screen example [9]

these systems is that they do not develop the coding ability to freely write programs,
since the students are not actually programming, only arranging instruction blocks or se-
lecting options. Next, we will describe about conventional studies, “a description-type pro-
gramming learning system which advises about main wrong answers” [5] and “a learning
system for object-oriented programming themed on color” [6]. There are both multiple-
choice and descriptive questions, and the user answers the questions by selecting options
or writing program sentences according to the question. The system then determines
whether the answer is correct or incorrect, and the user learns programming based on
the advice displayed according to the answer. One of the problems with these systems is
that they only offer problems for flat surfaces, and therefore, the user cannot learn how
to program to create three-dimensional objects, and thus lacks the ability to apply the
skills. In summary, conventional systems had problems that they did not attract interest
and develop coding skills and application skills.

3. Solution in This System. For the problem that coding ability cannot be cultivated,
the method of having students actually write programs was used to help develop coding
skills. In addition, the addition of a correct/incorrect judgment function to determine if
the programming answer is correct is also used to develop coding skills. For problems
that systems do not attract interest and cannot develop application skills, we provided
a question to create a complex two-dimensional figure and a question to code a three-
dimensional figure, allowing the respondent to think from multiple perspectives. Examples
of 3D problems are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 4 is a Processing program that
draws the quadrilateral in Figure 3. After specifying the vertices and drawing, the image
of the display window is saved to a file. At first glance, the problem looks simple, but
it is a complex problem that requires specifying the coordinates of all vertices, drawing
a plane, and then combining the planes to draw an arbitrary polygon, which requires
a certain degree of ingenuity to develop the respondent’s applied skills. In addition, by
incorporating familiar mathematical figures into the problems, we have tried to make
them more interesting to work on.

4. The System. This system used Processing as the learning language; Processing is a
language for learning coding skills, specialized for graphic functions [10]. Since the results
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Figure 3. The 3D problem of this system

Figure 4. Example of 3D description problem

Figure 5. Screen transitions from system startup to the answer screen

of programming are immediately fed back visually, errors are easy to understand visually,
and the system is expected to be useful for judging correctness and presenting advice
through images. In addition, since Processing is a simplified version of Java, it is easy
for programming beginners to get used to, and is considered suitable as a foundation
for learning other languages as a next step. After starting the system, the title screen
is displayed, and the “Start” button is clicked to proceed through the system. After
clicking the “Start” button, you will see a button to select the answer format, where you
can choose either the multiple-choice question or the essay question. After selecting the
answer format, select the questions. There are 16 basic questions, 16 2D questions, and 4
3D questions. The screen transition from system startup to answering is shown in Figure
5.
Two types of questions were implemented in this system: selective and descriptive.

Both types of questions are about writing a program to draw a figure. Compared to the
descriptive type, the selective type is less difficult and can be tackled relatively easily by
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learners who are not good at programming or who are new to programming in the first
place. The Short Answer type is more difficult than the Multiple Choice type because it
does not provide a list of possible answers like the Multiple Choice type, but it can be
considered as a way to acquire practical coding skills because of the actual programming
process. There are 16 questions in total (8 questions × 2 pages), and the question screen
appears when you click on the question column. The questions are in the form of fill-in-
the-blanks questions with three choices, one of which is the correct answer. To answer
a question, left-click on each choice. When the correct answer is selected, a message
“Correct answer!” and the template of the function used for the answer is displayed.
When an incorrect answer is selected, the words “Too bad. . .” and a clue corresponding
to the question will be displayed. The descriptive questions are divided into 2D and 3D
questions. 2D questions are 4 questions × 4 pages, for a total of 16 questions, and 3D
questions are 4 questions × 1 page, for a total of 4 questions. The 2D questions range
from relatively easy ones that use functions to draw figures to more difficult ones that
use mathematical formulas to draw figures. The 3D problems are those that draw figures
by specifying coordinates and require a certain degree of ingenuity, thus cultivating the
solver’s ability to apply programming skills. After programming is completed, left-clicking
the Run button outputs the result as an image, which is used for the correct/incorrect
decision described below. The flow of the solution is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Flow of solution

Correctness is determined by comparing the pixel values of the output image and the
correct and incorrect images of the data group one by one. It is determined that the images
match when all the pixel values are equal, comparing 800px width × 800px height =
640000px for 2D questions and 300px width × 300px height = 90000px for 3D questions.
If the output image matches the correct answer image, it is judged as “OK” and if it
matches the wrong answer image, it is judged as “NG”. If it is judged as “NG”, the
system provides the learner with advice on how to modify the solution program. The
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advice is given by displaying a text string from a text file associated with the wrong
answer image stored in the data group after the answer. When an answer that does not
match the image in the data set is output, the output image is automatically stored in
the data set and used as a new wrong answer. By adding advisory text data to these new
wrong answers and reflecting them in the system, the number of wrong answer patterns
can be increased. However, the addition of advisory text must be done manually by
checking the images. Figure 7 shows an example of the screen of the correct/incorrect
judgment function. As shown, the output image is displayed in the upper left corner of
the screen, the correct answer image is displayed in the upper right corner of the screen,
and the advice text is displayed at the bottom of the screen. In the case of the example
in Figure 7, there is an error in the formula in the program, which is due to the fact that
the error is caused by not adding Xto the formula, so the advice is given on this point.

Figure 7. Example of the correctness screen

5. Evaluation Experiment and Discussion. Seventeen students were asked to rate
the system introduced so far on a 5-point scale, with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the
highest. The five items on the questionnaire were “difficulty of the question”, “knowl-
edge acquisition”, “sustained interest”, “novelty”, and “usability”. The results of this
evaluation experiment are shown in Figure 8.
The questionnaire result for “difficulty of the question” in Figure 8 has the highest av-

erage value compared to the other items. This may be due to the fact that a wide variety

Figure 8. Results of evaluation experiment
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of questions, from basic to advanced, were included in the survey, and thus each user
felt that the level of difficulty was appropriate for him or her. The items of “sustained
interest”, “knowledge acquisition”, and “novelty” each had high values. First, “sustained
interest” is thought to have been achieved by incorporating a large number of questions
with creative shapes and colors of figures, so that users would not feel bored. Secondly, as
for “knowledge acquisition”, the use of fill-in-the-blanks and descriptive questions made
it possible for users who had never touched the program to understand it step-by-step.
Lastly, the “novelty” of the system is considered to be high because the use of mathemat-
ical figures as the subject matter enables the realization of a seemingly infinite number
of patterns as a programming learning system. The reason why poor (level 2) was given
for “usability” is probably due to the fact that the general specifications of this system
have not been changed since its creation. We also felt that the system did not take into
account that users may not be familiar with the operation of personal computers.

6. Conclusion. We have created a programming learning system that incorporates math-
ematical fields so that people who have never touched programming can easily become
familiar with it. The system incorporates both fill-in-the-blanks and fully descriptive ques-
tions, so that users can learn programming more efficiently by working on questions that
match their level of difficulty. In addition, by using mathematical figures as the subject
matter, the system is easy to use for programming beginners, as they can easily visualize
the finished product when actually creating it.

With the exception of a few items, this system received a high evaluation. However,
the system does not seem to have given much consideration to ease of use. We felt that
we would like to have the users actually experience the programming by looking at the
programming screen, but in order to ensure that people who see the programming system
for the first time can use it without inconvenience, we need to devise a way to explain
the system’s operation and incorporate descriptive questions into the screen like fill-in-
the-blanks questions.
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